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Install Python (for Windows users)

● Python Version: We will be using Python 3 in this class. Ensure you 
download the correct version.

● Downloading Python:

○ Visit the Python official website: https://www.python.org/

○ Navigate to the 'Downloads' section in the menu.

● Installation Steps:

○ Click on the download link for Python 3.x for Windows.

○ Run the downloaded installer. Remember to check the option 'Add 
Python 3.x to PATH' before installation.

● Verification:

○ After installation, verify Python installation by opening Command 
Prompt and typing python --version.
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https://www.python.org/


Please select the link indicated by the red arrow on the screen
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Please select the link indicated by the red arrow on the screen
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Run Python-3.8.3-amd64-webinstall.exe
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After checking the checkbox that the purple arrow points, click “Install Now” 
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Lab 3-1: Installing and Running Python 3 in Command Prompt

1. Installation Confirmation:
○ Verify that Python 3 is installed by typing python --version in the Command Prompt.

2. Running Python:
○ Open Command Prompt and type python to start the Python interpreter.

3. Execute Simple Code:
○ Enter the following Python code to print a greeting:
○ print("Hello, first_name last_name")
○ Replace first_name and last_name with your actual first and last names.

4. Capture your screen and upload it (image file) on Blackboard.
5. For example,
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Lab 3-1
Installation Confirmation (20 Points):
Successfully verifying Python 3 installation (20 Points)
No verification or incorrect version (0 Points)

Running Python (20 Points):
Correctly opening Command Prompt and starting Python interpreter (20 Points)
Unable to demonstrate (0 Points)

Execute Simple Code (40 Points):
Accurately entering and executing the provided Python code (40 Points)
Incorrect code or execution failure (0 Points)

Screenshot Submission (20 Points):
Clear screenshot showing correct execution and output (20 Points)
Unclear, incorrect, or no screenshot (0 Points)

Total Points: 100
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Running Python Code via Notepad

1. Writing Code in Notepad:

● Open Notepad and write your Python code.

● Example code: print("Hello, World!")

2. Saving the File:

● Save your file with the .py extension, such as hello.py.

● Important: In the 'Save as type' dropdown, select 'All 
Files' to ensure correct file format.

3. Executing the Script:

● Open Command Prompt.

● Navigate to the directory where your file is saved.

● Run the script by typing python hello.py.
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Running Python Code via Notepad
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Lab 3-2: Creating and Running Your Python Program
1. Program Creation (hello.py):

○ Write a Python program named hello.py that prints a personalized greeting.

○ For example, the code should print: "hello, first_name last_name".

2. Running the Program:

○ Open your terminal or Command Prompt.

○ Navigate to the directory containing hello.py.

○ Run the program by typing python hello.py.

3. Submitting Your Work:

○ Capture a screenshot of the Command Prompt window showing your program's output.

○ Submit both the screenshot (as an image file) and the hello.py file on Blackboard. 12



Lab 3-2

Program Creation (hello.py) (40 Points):
Writing a Python program named hello.py that prints a personalized greeting (40 Points)
Incomplete or incorrect program (0 Points)

Running the Program (30 Points):
Successfully navigating to the correct directory and running the program (30 Points)
Failure to run the program correctly (0 Points)

Submission of Work (30 Points):
Submitting a clear screenshot of the Command Prompt with program output and the hello.py file (30 
Points)
Incomplete or incorrect submission (0 Points)

Total Points: 100
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Lab 3-2: Creating and Running Your Python Program
For example,
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Mac OS
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Install Python (for MacOS users)

● In this class, Python3 will be used.
● Go to Python homepage and click Downloads on the menu.

○ https://www.python.org/
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https://www.python.org/


Click the link that the red arrow points
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Download and run python-3.8.3-macosx10.9.pkg
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Lab 3-1: Installing and Running Python 3 in Command Prompt

1. Installation Confirmation:
○ Verify that Python 3 is installed by typing python --version in the Command Prompt.

2. Running Python:
○ Open Command Prompt and type python to start the Python interpreter.

3. Execute Simple Code:
○ Enter the following Python code to print a greeting:
○ print("Hello, first_name last_name")

○ Replace first_name and last_name with your actual first and last names.
4. Capture your screen and upload it (image file) on Blackboard.
5. For example,
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Writing and Running Python Code in Nano Editor

1. Open Nano Editor:

In your terminal, open the nano editor by typing nano hello.py.

Write a single line of Python code in the editor.

2. Saving the File:

To save your file in nano, press Ctrl-O.

Confirm the file name (hello.py), then press Y for Yes.

Exit nano by pressing Ctrl-X.

3. Running the Script:

In the terminal, run your Python script by typing python hello.py.

Observe the output of your program in the terminal.
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Lab 3-2: Building and Executing Your Python Program
 1. Creating the Program (hello.py):

● Use a text editor (e.g., nano) to write your Python program.

● The program should print: "hello, first_name last_name".

● Replace first_name and last_name with your own name.

 2. Running the Program:

● Open the terminal and navigate to the directory containing hello.py.

● Execute the program by typing python hello.py.

● Observe the greeting printed on the console.

 3. Submission Instructions:

● Take a screenshot of the terminal window showing the output of your program.

● Submit the screenshot (as an image file) and the hello.py file on Blackboard.
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Lab 3-2: Building and Executing Your Python Program
For example,
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Ubuntu (Linux)



Install Python (for Ubuntu 20.04LTS users)

● In this class, Python3 will be used.
● Go to Python homepage and click Downloads on the menu.

○ https://www.python.org/
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https://www.python.org/


Python 3.6.8

If you want Python 3.6.8, please use this link to download the installation file.

https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-368/
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https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-368/


Download Python-3.8.3.tgz.xz
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print("something")

print() is a function to display its argument on the console as a string.

For example, if your python code is print("something"), something will be 
displayed on the console.
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Lab 3-1: Installing and Running Python 3 in Command Prompt

1. Installation Confirmation:
○ Verify that Python 3 is installed by typing python --version in the Command Prompt.

2. Running Python:
○ Open Command Prompt and type python to start the Python interpreter.

3. Execute Simple Code:
○ Enter the following Python code to print a greeting:
○ print("Hello, first_name last_name")

○ Replace first_name and last_name with your actual first and last names.
4. Capture your screen and upload it (image file) on Blackboard.
5. For example, see next slide
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Installing Nano Editor on Ubuntu

1. Opening the Terminal:

Access your terminal by pressing Ctrl + Alt + T or searching for 'Terminal' in your applications.

2. Install Nano:

In the terminal, enter the command: sudo apt-get install nano

Enter your password if prompted to begin the installation.

3. Verifying Installation:

Once installation is complete, type nano --version to verify that Nano is installed correctly.
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Writing and Running Python Code in Nano Editor

1. Open Nano Editor:

In your terminal, open the nano editor by typing nano hello.py.

Write a single line of Python code in the editor.

2. Saving the File:

To save your file in nano, press Ctrl-O.

Confirm the file name (hello.py), then press Y for Yes.

Exit nano by pressing Ctrl-X.

3. Running the Script:

In the terminal, run your Python script by typing python hello.py.

Observe the output of your program in the terminal.
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Lab 3-2: Building and Executing Your Python Program
 1. Creating the Program (hello.py):

● Use a text editor (e.g., nano) to write your Python program.

● The program should print: "hello, first_name last_name".

● Replace first_name and last_name with your own name.

 2. Running the Program:

● Open the terminal and navigate to the directory containing hello.py.

● Execute the program by typing python hello.py.

● Observe the greeting printed on the console.

 3. Submission Instructions:

● Take a screenshot of the terminal window showing the output of your program.

● Submit the screenshot (as an image file) and the hello.py file on Blackboard.
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Lab 3-2: Building and Executing Your Python Program
For example,
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